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Submitted by Elizabeth Rushton

Memories are made of this and Happy 125th to Women’s Institutes!
What a milestone.
I am not alone in saying that what I treasure most as a member of
Women’s Institutes since 1973 is the friendships I have made during
those many years. Starting in the Stony Plain Branch at the invitation
of a friend I had the honour of serving as their President (more than
once!) and other offices.
I then became District II Director with 7 Constituencies and about
40 Branches, so Constituency Conference time each spring involved
lots of travel from Drayton Valley in the west to Vermilion in the east
and north to Wandering River. Talk about learning the geography of
the area. When I took on the position I found Branches with names
such as Buffalo Coulee (Irma), Strawberry Plains. Princess Anne (Vermilion), Five Point (Mannville), Echo Hill (Legal), Quinte (Kinsella), Belvedere (Barrhead), Shady Cove (Viking), Rosegarland, Rosewillow (Viking) – but where were they located? At my first District Conference I put up a map of the District and asked those Branches to put a
note of their location and I found out later that many of these colourful names were former school districts.
My first Federated Women’s Institute of Canada Conference was in
London, Ontario, followed by many many others over the years always
full of information, fun and friendship. On the tour day I was able to
visit both the Hoodless Homestead and the Erland Lee Home and have
been fortunate to enjoy further visits to those wonderful museums.
My first Associated Country Women of the World Conference was in 1983 in Vancouver,
BC which I honestly thought at the
time would be my only opportunity to attend one of these events,
but when it was announced that
the next one would be in Ireland
(where I was born and brought up)
I couldn’t pass up the opportunity
to attend the conference, visit my
brother and revisit the town where
I grew up. There even happened
to be a school reunion during the
continued on page 3
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The Alberta Women’s Institutes form an educational organization for rural and urban women. Our
aims are to promote leadership
among women, to encourage local
community development, and to assist
women both locally and globally. The
Alberta Women’s Institutes is affiliated
with the Federated Women’s Institutes
of Canada (FWIC) and the Associated
Country Women of the World (ACWW).
Home and Country is published three
times a year. Deadline for submissions
are February 1, July 1, October 1 and
August 1 for the Report Book.
Submitted articles should be no longer
than 300 words in length and are
subject to editing. Submissions may be
screened by the editorial board.

Editorial Committee: Denise Campbell,
Diane Dammann, Bernadette Logozar and
Linda Toews.
Proof Readers: Denise Campbell, Diane
Dammann, Bernadette Logozar, Elizabeth
Rushton, Linda Toews and Cathleen
Thurston.
Printing: ASAP Desktop Publishing,
Camrose County
Editorial Policy: The opinions in articles
printed in Home and Country do not
necessarily reflect the endorsement,
official attitude or position of the Alberta
Women’s Institutes unless so stated.
Permission to reprint information from
Home and Country is gladly extended
provided that proper credit is given and
one copy of the material is sent to the
editor of Home and Country.
No article will be printed that is deemed to
be discriminatory.

W.I.

Submitted by Dianne Campbell, Round Hill W.I.

There once was some ladies that were shy,
Who decided to join W.I.
When they met,
Their goals they set
And sometimes they reached for the sky.
Constituency Conferences in spring but not fall
A fun thing to do for one and all
Crafts and baking we bring
Judges are a good thing
Then they give us our final call.
This year the Provincial is in Camrose
We go; new ideas we propose
Resolutions are read
Then much is said
And sometimes there are many oh ohs!
Federal Conferences are fun too
We hear all the things that are new
Meetings and trips
Speakers with tips
Way more fun things to do.
Worlds are a whole new thing
All countries get together and sing
Black and white
It is such a delight
To see us together for the fling.
Adelaide Hoodless would be amazed to see,
What her organization has come to be
Helping people everywhere
So many ideas we share
Joining and participating is the key.
AWI Home & Country - Spring 2022
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Conference which I managed to attend! Many other ACWW Conferences followed.
Following my terms as AWI 2nd Vice President and President, at which time we had 30 Constituencies so each of the three Executive Members attended 10 each spring. What a busy time, but
what experiences and friendships were made! Following this I was elected Area President for Canada for the Associated Country Women of the World which involved attending Council meetings in
London once a year and being invited to attend Society Conferences across Canada – more travel, more learning, more hospitality and more friendships made!
After that I held one more position, serving as what was then called Executive Officer for Alberta
for FWIC, another position I enjoyed very much.
Now I stay in my home Branch, attend Provincial and Constituency Conferences when they can be held and look back fondly on the opportunities
I never dreamed possible about when I joined the Stony Plain Branch all those years ago.
Two quick memories, one funny, one good advice I think. I was at a Constituency Conference in
Meanook (south of Athabasca) and in those days their hall did not have indoor plumbing but the facilities were attached to the hall and set up very nicely. As I came out I commented to the older lady
waiting that it was nice we didn’t have to go down the garden path to which she replied that was true,
but the cold draft still came up from the bottom!!
The good advice I still remember (and follow)
was when a speaker at either Vermilion or Mannville asked those present if they watched the news
on TV during lunch or dinner. Many hands went up so she asked if it upset them and when many
hands were raised again, she simply said ‘well, don’t watch it then’! There was a sort of stunned silence in the room as if that idea had never occurred to them – it was simply something they always
did. I often wonder if they followed that advice, which to me is still very relevant today.

In Memoriam
Marie Wanda Lord
(nee Arndt)
1923 - 2021

It is with great sadness
that we announce the
passing of Marie Lord on
November 30, 2021 at
the age of 98 in Edmonton, Alberta. Marie was
born in Plummer, Idaho
and moved to Canada as
a young child. She married Frederick Lord and together they raised two sons,
Lloyd and Lawrence, as well as
four daughters, Eleanor, Iris, Irene
and Elaine, and their granddaughter, Tammy. Marie
spent her retirement years living in Ardrossan and
Sherwood Park, Alberta and is survived by two brothers, Elmer and Douglas, one sister, Helen and multiple grandchildren and great- grandchildren. Marie
was part of the Ardrossan United Church and the Royal Canadian Legion. She enjoyed travelling, playing
cards, going for long walks and reading her books.
Marie lived a full life and was loved. Marie will be laid
to rest next to her husband at the Fairmount Cemetery
in Ardrossan.
AWI Home & Country - Spring 2022
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If you want to be among the stars we
have a Star Supporter program that
was started by past president
Faye Mayberry. It goes like this:
Agree to contribute $100 for each of
3 years and you become a Star!

Current          .

•BORDER PAVING
•LINDA MASON
•DIANE DAMMANN
•COLLEEN BIANCHI
•FAYE MAYBERRY
•JOAN HOLTHE
•CAMROSE BOOSTER
•PHOENIX GAS CO-OP
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the early twentieth century was to provide emotional and intellectual support to
the thousands of women who had settled
in the new province. Many of these women had no agricultural experience and
were living many miles from other women,
in primitive conditions on isolated farms.
The Institutes provided an opportunity to
meet with other women once each month.

February 19, 1897 to 2022
Submitted by Diane Dammann

One hundred and twenty-five years
since Adelaide Hunter Hoodless, Erland
and Janet Lee sat at the dining room table
and signed the first minutes of the founding meeting of our Women’s Institutes. I
have been to the museum and watched as
then FWIC President Marie Kenny donned
white gloves and turned the pages of the
historic little book. I got goose bumps.
Saturday Feb. 19 at noon Alberta time,
four members of Argyle Branch gathered
at my home to take part in the coast to
coast and beyond celebration of the 125
year anniversary. There were 144 sites
on Google Meets with some sites like ours
having multiple viewers.
The program started with O’Canada,
The Mary Stewart Collect, and a welcome
from FWIC President Margaret Byl. Each
province did a presentation in the order
that they joined WI. First was Ontario and
then Alberta. Linda Mason and I read the
story of the founding of the first branch at
Lea Park.
“The first WI branch in Alberta was organized at Lea Park in 1909 by Martha
Graham, who emigrated to Alberta from
Ontario, where the Women’s Institute began in 1897. The AWI’s primary goal in

Beginning in 1907, the provincial government began to offer short courses in
agriculture to farmers across the province. Farm wives had been attending
these courses. In 1912, the government
hired Roberta MacAdams, a home economist from Ontario, to survey the needs of
rural women. Her report led to the government sponsored agricultural demonstration train which included a separate
car dedicated to the needs of farm women. “From Many and Remarkable.”
As a result of this train there were 250
Branches and 15,000 members in the
1920’s.
We included a picture of the train car,
and a couple of current AWI pictures. After all the provinces told their stories it
ended with “God Save the Queen” and
then a chat time. At my house we had
lunch and a visit afterwards which made
for a very nice Saturday afternoon.
The wonderful history book Many and
Remarkable was made for Alberta’s
100th. Don’t you think that we should have
a committee to work on the next part of
our history? We are the oldest organization giving a voice to women and we must
keep on speaking.

Health
submitted by Yvonne Erickson

Since moving into Edmonton last spring, I had a diagnosis in November 2021 of CMML.
Chronic leukemia, its the best one to get if you have to get it. Zero, one and two are its stages, I am in
stage one, so tired, and bruise easily. Good thing we are retired and have lots of time on our hands. I
appreciate city living.
COVID-19 is cramping everyones life style, socialization is our greatest loss.
4
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District Three
Today as I write this, we have sun shine, it’s beautiful
and bright and gives me motivation.
All the GROUNDHOGS saw their shadows so six
weeks of winter left they say. Yahoo!!
We are all waiting for spring, gardeners are starting
their plants shortly, seeds will be in the stores. The past
year has had droughts on the prairies, floods and fires in
BC, and of course more COVID-19 variants.
I am getting ready for District 3 event by Google Meet
March 8, 2022. Lining up my guest speakers as I am
writing this. Porcelain Beauties doll maker Gail Sulek to
give a talk on making dolls and how she got into it. Lets

talk “DOLLS”. We all remember our first.
Our next speaker is unknown at the
moment, I will post as soon as confirmed, “International Womens Day” it is.
Last year we had Round Hill Renaissance Garden speaker, this was the
schools 2nd year planting. I hear the
garden produced an abundance, and
could share with the community.

Yvonne Erickson
District 3 Director

Busy Bee speaker, Yvonne Brown, says store busier
than ever, as we are all purging. They are not for profit
and give donations throughout the community.

District Four
Agriculture & District 4 Director Report
I’m combining my Reports this time. I am covering
Health, Social, International Affairs and Education.
Things are sure very different in the sleepy village of
Coutts.
Yes the truckers convoy is here, they are very peaceful, no drinking/parties just “Holding the Line” .
‘History in the making’ regardless where you stand on
the issue of masks - no masks, being vaccinated or not.
By the time you read this article you will know how
this movement has played out; at this time of writing, I
have no clue.
The Canadian truckers started a convoy on the BC
coast heading to Ottawa with other convoys coming
from the rest of Canada to ask for the COVID-19 mandates to be ended.
On the 29th, it was semi trucks, pick ups, and a few
tractors in Coutts. For the rest of the first week, it was
mostly semis, the RCMP blocked people coming into
Coutts; then RCMP started a second blockade just south
of Milk River on the 501 junction. That was its own Protest group which is huge. Police blocked the entrance
into the Coutts Customs Port. Most tractors left after the
first weekend. Sunday night the Coutts Protest was at a
stand still. The truckers at noon Monday -- opened up

Hass Wealth Advisory Group
Shawn Hass
101 Sierravista Ct.
Lethbridge, AB T1J 5S2
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one highway lane only going north and
one lane south so the traffic was moving
through on Highway #4, but slowly. No
cattle were standing at any time.
Today because the tractors are blocking the double lanes at the Coutts Port,
there is no traffic coming into or leaving Alberta. This is the first day there
Colleen Bianchi
was no traffic movement - the second District 4 Director
Thursday.
Until now there had been a lane open south bound/
north bound by the protesters so commercial and other
traffic could move but yes, it was slow.
Coutts has ‘doubled’ in population. Street hockey is
being played by children/adults, the truckers do “keep
to themselves”, but as time moves on the trucker group
want to ‘help’ in our Coutts community. A couple truckers have helped a senior using two canes bring in her
items from the car and stop now every day to check on
her and doing odd jobs. Today there are younger [truck]
visitors picking garbage in the ditch along the highway
where they see trash.
The Americans have been gathering on the USA side.
Canadians went down to the end of the Coutts street
and met their USA supporters.
The trucker group has families here from the beginning, This group prays A LOT, sings O Canada often. EVERYONE is peaceful, no guns or alcohol around or allowed ... the truckers have made ‘bad apples’ leave. This
group from the start have asked for the Covid-19 restrictions be removed and to allow Canadians the freedom
of choice.
They are “Holding the Line”.
This is a Health issue, an International issue, an Education issue and a Social issue.
5

Resolutions
       submitted by Linda Toews, Resolutions

Linda Toews
Resolutions

It seems like we just did resolutions since last
year’s Convention was in fall 2021 rather than
summer. However, it is time again for resolutions
since this year’s Convention will be held in our
normal time-frame.

Do you have a resolution that you think should
come forward to Convention? Things occur to us
all the time – an injustice you see, a circumstance that should be
changed and that government could facilitate changing, something that AWI should get behind and champion. If you think it is a
good idea, others may well do so too.
Here are a few things to remember:
Remember that the actual resolution should only be one sentence long and follow the format “BE IT RESOLVED that the Alberta Women’s Institutes urge or request the [Alberta/Canadian] government to….”
Remember that there needs to be background information providing research about the resolution and why members should
support it.
Remember also that each resolution written and moved by a
Branch must be seconded by another Branch.
Please send in the names of both Branches with your resolution. For a resolution passed at a Constituency or District meeting,
when you send in the resolution, please also send in the names of
the mover and seconder along with the names of their Branches.
Resolution guidelines are available for anyone wishing to write
a resolution. I would be happy to pass them on to anyone who
would like to see them. I would also be pleased to talk with anyone who is considering a resolution.
The deadline for resolutions is March 31, 2022.

Council Meeting
Motions
submitted by Bernadette Logozar,
Executive Director

Motions September 2021 – January 2022 for Regular and Special
Council Meetings
Motions from Special Council
Meeting, September 10, 2021
Motion #01-09-21 moved to cancel
the Handicraft Competition for this
year if there are less than 100 submissions, and the associated costs
does not go over $150.
Motion #02-09-21 moved that the
minimum starting bid for online silent auction items be $10.
Motions from Special Council
Meeting, September 14, 2021
Motion #01-09-14-21 moved that
Council approve spending up to
$350 for the Handicraft Competition expenses.
Motions from Regular Council
Meeting, January 18, 2022
Motion #2-01-2022 moved that we
transfer $4,975 from ATB Community Spirit Account to the T-Bill Savings Account as this account has a
better interest rate. 			
Motion #3-01-2022 moved that AWI
pay the outstanding amounts owing
for ACWW Pennies for Friendship
in the amount of $1,866.05 and
FWIC Adelaide Hoodless Homestead Upkeep in the amount of
$362.50. 				
Motion #5-01-2022 moved that we
hold the Cash Raffle in conjunction with the Provincial Convention in June with the draw date for
the Raffle to be on Tuesday June 7,
2022.
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President’s Report
submitted by Diane Dammann, AWI President

I have been working promoting our great organization. I sent the following to several hometown
newspapers, changing the Branch names to local ones. February marks the beginning of Women’s Institutes, WI, 125 years ago. Did your mother
or your grandmother belong to the Women’s Institute? Many women felt isolated on the farms. They
needed the fellowship with other women. This is
what drew many of them to the early Institute
meetings. At the meetings they would share
recipes, knowledge and form great bonds
of friendship. Most of the libraries in Alberta were started by Women’s Institute,the home
economic programs in the schools were certainly an outcome of the WI. Nowadays a
lot of the information is available on-line
and through YouTube but it isn’t the same
kind of connection as being

in a room with other friends. Most
communities had a WI group and
those communities that maintained their Branch thrived. There
were Branches at Fleet, Alix, Stettler, Coronation. Coronation had
three according to the last WI hisDiane Dammann
tory book covering 1897 to 1997.
President
It’s time that the provincial history was updated. I would be ever so grateful to hear
from former WI members, or daughters and granddaughters of former members. Some of our current
concerns are Human Trafficking, Family Violence,Mental Health, the Afghan Refugees stuck under
the rule of the Taliban, food security, yes, even here
in Canada the women’s voices must be heard and
together we are stronger. Won’t you join us? I have
been virtually attending FWIC meetings and preparing for Feb 19.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY
HOME & COUNTRY EDITOR WANTED:
• A hard-working, creative volunteer with experience in publishing software.
• Editing/writing experience an asset.
• Preferably will have your own software.
• Must be a team player.
• The main responsibilities of this position include publishing the
• Home & Country newsletter (3 times per year) and the Provincial Convention’s Report Book.

Job description available upon request.
This appointment is for a three year term.
If this is you please send a letter of application and/or resume to the
Provincial Office by March 31, 2022.
Please send resume with cover letter to:

AWI Home & Country - Spring 2022

Alberta Women’s Institutes
Box 283, Killam, AB T0B 2L0
Phone: 780-267-7922
Email: awioffice@abwi.ca
website: www.awialberta.com
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Creative Writing
submitted by Linda Toews, Creative Writing

Congratulations to all of you
who sent in entries for our last
Creative Writing contest. I know
that seems like a long time ago
now but time seems to have shifted during the pandemic and its
restrictions and alterations to our
normal way of doing things. Hopefully this year we can get back to
our usual activities!
We received a total of eight entries in last 2021’s contest. There
were 5 non-fiction entries: 3 memoirs and 2 essays. In the fiction
category there were 2 short stories, and 1 long story. It was a
pleasure to read all of your entries; it seems like every year we
get more diverse submissions
which is such a joy to see. I am
constantly amazed at the creativity of AWI members. I am only sorry that other members didn’t get
an opportunity to read these great
writing pieces at our Convention
so they also could see the great
work produced by our ladies. At
one time, we used to put together a book of the Creative Writing
entries that members could purchase so they could enjoy reading the entries; perhaps it is time
to go back to that.
Congratulations again to all entrants, and especially to our overall winner, Associate Member Barbori Streibl, for her essay “The
Path of Life.”

I hope that those of you who
didn’t get your entries finished
last year have kept working on
them as this year’s competition
deadline is coming up quickly! If
you did put them aside, I hope
you will bring them out, dust them
off, and finish them in time for this
year’s competition. Putting writing pieces aside for a while can
be very helpful with noting errors
and inconsistencies in one’s writing, so if you did set them aside,
reviewing them now can help
catch those problems which detract from one’s finished product.
When I produce a manuscript, I
like to be able to put the finished
piece aside for at least a few days
so I can look at it with fresh eyes
before it goes where it needs. I
find that those inconsistencies
jump out at one when the piece
has been set aside for a while.
Sometimes changing just one
word can make a tremendous difference to how the words roll off
the tongue, and make the piece
stronger and smoother. A thesaurus can be very useful in helping
to find alternative words. If you haven’t tried this with your own writing, I highly recommend it.
We have another creative writing workshop planned for this
year’s Convention and I look forward to another interactive gathering. We had a great session last
time we were able to meet
in person and I hope this
year’s will be as much fun as
that one!

like me to address something particular on creative writing.
Remember, the deadline for entries is March 31. I hope to receive
lots of entries!

CREATIVE WRITING
WINNERS 2021
Non-Fiction Article
1000-3000 words, Memoir

1ST

Cathleen Thurston
Darwell WI

2ND

Helen Andrew
Round Hill WI

3RD

Diane Dammann
Argyle WI

Non-Fiction Article
1000-3000 words, Essay

1ST

Barbori Streibl,
Associate Member

2ND

Diane Dammann
Argyle WI

Fiction:
Short Story 1000-3000 words

1ST

Barbara Streibl
Associate Member

2ND

Barbori Streibl
Associate Member

Fiction:
Long Story Over 5000 words

1ST

Anne Teeuwsen
Half Way Grove WI

Good luck with your writing, and please feel free to
contact me at lindat4awi@ Overall Winner
gmail.com if you have any
Barbori Streibl
questions, or if you would
8
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Alberta Women’s Institutes "CITY GIRL” Tale
Submitted by Maxean Brigley, Past President

I have always advocated and believed
that the women of WI were the heroes of
their community. They were, from the beginning, the ones who built the libraries; advocated for hospital and health centres; quick
to respond to any need within their community as well as encourage education for themselves and others. My mother and her best
friend were members of the Pleasantview WI
in Edmonton. My mom was quiet and stayed in
the background, but baked the best pies and
buns for any bake sale or gathering. I, on the
other hand, did not become aware of and part
of AWI until I was much older. And so, may I
share my AWI story.
I am a “city girl!” Although born in northern
Alberta and spending most summers at my
Auntie’s farm in Dixonville, I was a “city girl”
married to a “city boy” who wished he was
one of the family who was raised and lived
on a farm in central Alberta. And so, in 1982
I found myself moved to a 40 acre home in
Bottrel north of Cochrane. Wonderful for my
husband; as I always said some men in menopause get two blondes in a sports car - mine
got 40 acres, COWS and A tractor! I stopped
working in Calgary because the commute was
long and tedious and my children were all on
their own, so I found myself alone and missing the sounds and people of my city home.
Bob quickly found friendship with the local men
at the Bottrel store coffee table and when he
grew tired of my complaints about the long
lonely days, showed me an ad in the Cochrane
Times for a women’s group that met in the
Westbrook school not far from our home. He
strongly
suggested I should call and
try it out. I called
and was invited to
attend a Wednesday meeting at
the school and was
warmly welcomed
by the local farm
ladies. Yes, this was
the Westbrook WI
that was raided for
AWI Home & Country - Spring 2022

“viewing pornography” before drafting a resolution for the next Convention! This invitation to join these wonderful women provided
me with so many lifelong opportunities I had no
idea I would be exposed to.
Through various group gatherings I met
another wonderful lady- Holly Hallett- of the
Jackson WI who encouraged me to become
a Constituency Convener offering me the opportunity to share gatherings with other WI
groups in our area. This provided lovely opportunities to meet other WI members and
where I learned to look forward to the rhubarb
punch, hamburger soup and beautiful handiwork created by the talented ladies in our area. And then came a call for a new executive of AWI which at that time had three executive members - Vice President; President
Elect; and President. There were no names
for the President Elect position so I thought why not- and my name was put forward. How
was I to know how much I would gain from this
simple decision.
During my tenure as President Elect, AWI
was approached by the Dept. of Agriculture
to put forward a name to serve on a Canada wide committee to review and recommend
Canada Ag. funding for Farm Safety Projects. My name was put forward and thus began a rewarding and informative participation with members across Canada. I was fortunate to travel across Canada - PEI, Ottawa,
Saskatchewan, BC- to participate in meetings
that assessed and recommended funding for
such worthy projects as Farm Safety Days,
machinery regulation, infomercials regarding safe farm practices, etc. Although I
was not a “farmer”
my perspective as
a woman and rural
community member
gave my input credibility - all thanks to
AWI!
continued on page 10
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continued from page 9

Gert Fox was a beloved member of Westbrook WI. A quiet but thoughtful woman (yes,
the singer George Fox’s mom!) who, when contacted by the Alberta Government to suggest
someone to become a Marriage Commissioner
in the Cochrane area, was quick to provide my
name. I did not immediately follow up with her
suggestion to call the gentleman back but that
did not stop Gert from forwarding my name
and thus, the most wonderful job I have ever held became mine for over 23 years! Over
a thousand weddings later, I will always look
up and thank Gert for her kind and persistent
recommendation. Without making that decision to join Westbrook WI, I would never have
experienced this truly rewarding opportunity.
During my tenure as President of AWI,
change became a necessary evil that had to
be addressed. Government funding was dwindling membership was on a decline and hard
financial decisions had to be made. A decision was made to close the office in Edmonton and move it to a more economical location in Wetaskiwan and I had the distinct pleasure of hiring Fern Killeen as our Director. She
held this position successfully for many years
to follow and still remains a dear friend.
I will readily admit, the most difficult undertaking I have ever experienced, was standing before the membership outlining why we
needed to change the structure of our organization to meet the declining funding and
government support. Delivering a request to
reduce the executive from three to two and
change some of the roles of the executive did
not immediately meet with acceptance. But
the membership rallied to the need and I came
home relieved and with continued faith in the
future of AWI. The organization may have
changed because of a changing world, but the
members remain strong in their dedication to
their communities and to our country.

their community. Social Media may be thought
of as the evil of our time, but it has served to
support and provide many of what our early
members provided to their communities. Mom
groups on Facebook organize clothing sales
and swaps; share homemaker tips; and when
a need arises - are quick to respond. A recent news article noted a mom who became
worried about hungry children in her neighborhood as COVID-19 cut jobs for their parents. She made soup, cookies and other home
baked goods and delivered to those in her
community who needed the help. A quilt group
in Calgary sent out a request for quilts to be
given to the ICU workers in the South Calgary
hospital following the tragic death of a nurse.
The need was filled in just days of the request. The local community skating rink needs
someone to flood the ice - a group call goes
out and the job is done.
Again, women step up to be the heroes that
I spoke of at the beginning of this article. The
need to gather may have changed; membership in your Branch may not be of interest to
the younger women in your area, but they
still accomplish what AWI began those many years ago. Take heart in this and support
these women as you have supported our organization over these 100 plus years. I remain the lucky one who benefitted so much
from that ad in the local paper and the women who opened their arms and friendship to
this “city girl”.

Change is inevitable and no more evident
than in the change we have experienced these
past two plus years. Young women don’t need
a community group to learn business and home
making skills. They also don’t have the time to
spend meeting and committing to group projects. BUT, they still support themselves and
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President-Elect Report
submitted by Linda Toews, President Elect

Since my last report, I have been attending
FWIC’s Leadership roundtables which have been
very interesting, and it’s so good to meet ladies
from across our great country.
One very important thing I have also been working is this year’s Convention which I have addressed
separately below.
I love receiving the secretary’s reports and hearing all the wonderful things different Branches have
been doing. This is especially true over the last year
as many Branches have found it very difficult to
meet. It’s great to see the creative ways Branches
have been meeting, and the projects you have still
been able to carry out despite the limitations under
which we have been operating.
The best part of my role is getting to talk to so many members. I very much enjoy speaking with you
all whether through phone calls, email or Messenger. I look forward to connecting with more members. Please feel free to contact me at any time.

2022 AWI Convention
Well, it is looking very good for
our Convention this year. With the
recent move to treating COVID-19
as an endemic disease which will
likely be with us for years to come,
restrictions are being lifted and we
Linda Toews
will be able to continue with norPresident-Elect
mal activities While we will have to
learn to live with this disease, the high rate of vaccination and natural immunity in our province should
make this manageable.
We are going ahead with planning our annual Convention during our usual time frame of early June. The Convention is scheduled for Tuesday,
June 7 & Wednesday, June 8. Planning is underway
and information on speakers and costs will be coming out as soon as it is available.
I am really looking forward to seeing members in
person again!

Executive Director
submitted by Bernadette Logozar

Bernadette Logozar
Executive Director

Greetings from the AWI Provincial Office! We still have AWI Photo
cards and our Hasti Notes in stock.
There is nothing quite so special as
a handwritten note. I know I appreciate the ones I receive from members along with the ‘official paperwork’. Thank you for sending those
notes to me.

We have 19 active Branches this year and about
220 members, the reason for the “about” is that
there are a couple Branches I am still waiting to receive their complete member forms so I am guessing at our final numbers. This does not include
those Branches, and their members, that were resting in 2021. We have 15 Associate Members. Welcome new members, I will have all your names listed in the next News and Notes.
We have been making some changes behind the
scenes to get our sales items available for purchase
AWI Home & Country - Spring 2022

online. It is a process but as each piece falls into
place it is exciting. I hope to have this all finalized
by the time you are reading this in print! Fingers
crossed that the stars align and I am successful.
AWI hosted a couple of Zoom Basics sessions
as we wound down 2021, these were short session meant to provide participants the opportunity to learn the features of Zoom as well as provide
resources for self-study. Your Provincial Council
is looking to host online courses in 2022 on topics of your choice. If you have a topic of interest
you would like to learn more about or if you have
something you would like to teach or present using Zoom, let me know. I am building a roster of instructors and topics for future programs.
In this time of COVID and increased friction building within our society, the last line of the Mary Stewart Collect seems to be repeated again and again,
so I close with this as I have in the past. ~ And O
Lord God, let us not forget to be kind.
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Club Members
Ten Commandments

submitted by Frances Bognar
Frances found this article while going through some of her
mother’s papers (born in 1914). She believes it is quite old but
not sure from when, nor who wrote it originally.

1)

THOU: Shalt come to all meetings, be it by foot,
though all thy corns and bunions ache; be it by car,
after ever so great a squabble with thy husband over
how much gas is in the tank.
2) THOU: Shalt not come late, even to exhibit thy new
hat which thou bought on credit; or thy newest print
dress picked for a mere song at thy local store.
3) THOU: Shalt load thy car with neighbors and friends
every meeting though its springs creak alarmingly
and thy husband mutters dire maledictions under his
breath.
4) THOU: Shalt bring thy portions of the afternoon tea
though the bread be ever so stale.
5) THOU: Shalt remember the roll call; keep it in mind
lest thou be caught napping; thou might not be
awakened for tea or might even miss thy ride home.
6) THOU: Shalt take part in the program when thou art
asketh. Blushes become you not and modesty is a
past art belonging to the middle ages.
7) THOU: Shalt not interrupt the meeting to talk about
thy operation, aches or pains, nor even thy husbands.
8) THOU: Shalt be liberal in offering thy home for the
meetings, even though the cleaning is not done and
the wall paper cracketh.
9) THOU: Shalt speaketh thy mind at the meeting and
not on thy way home, lest the words backfire and
smite thee.
10) THOU: Shalt give thy husband a decent meal after
the meeting; and shalt refrain from offering left-over
sandwiches or from opening a can of soup.
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